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Humans and animals adapt their leg impedance during

running for both internal (e.g. loading) and external (e.g.

surface) changes. To date the mechanical complexities of

designing usefully robust tunable passive compliance into

legs has precluded their implementation on practical run-

ning robots. This work describes the design of novel,

structure-controlled stiffness legs for a hexapedal running

robot to enable runtime modification of leg stiffness in a

small, lightweight, and rugged package. As part of this in-

vestigation, we also study the effect of varying leg stiffness

on the performance of a dynamical running robot.

1 Introduction

Running animals utilize their legs to run effectively over

a large range of terrains. With each step the gravitational

and kinetic energy of their bodies is transformed via their

leg muscles, tendons and ligaments into strain energy that is

stored during the deceleration in the first half of stance and

is returned, aided by muscle contraction, during the second

half of stance to re-accelerate the body [1]. These dynamics

of running can be modeled using the Spring Loaded Inverted

Pendulum (SLIP) model [2, 3] and, despite its simplicity, it

accurately captures the ground reaction forces and the mo-

tion of the center of mass for a wide scope of animals [4].

This model has, in turn, been followed by the development

of a range of dynamically running robots, first Raibert’s hop-

pers adopting the literal SLIP morphology [5], and subse-

quently, fully powered autonomous platforms – first, stiff –

[6] and compliant-legged versions of the quadruped Scout

[7,8], then the hexapods RHex [9] and Sprawlita [10], which

were shown to ‘anchor’ the SLIP dynamics ableit in a very

different morphology. Despite the success of these robots,

their performance, especially in variable terrains, pales in

comparison to their biological inspirations.

The ability of animals to run over large obstacles and

over a variety of terrains is aided by their ability to modulate

the stiffness of their compliant legs in reaction to changes

in their environment [11]. Apparently these animals can

operate at or near optimal conditions for passive, dynamic

self-stabilization because the viscoelastic properties of their

passive mechanisms, termed preflexes [12], help stabilize

their locomotion against perturbations [13], apparently with

response times faster than could be attributed to reflex ac-

tion [14]. We are interested in designing robotic limbs that

can mimic or exceed the performance of animal legs by un-

derstanding the animal legs’ functional properties and by re-

lating their passive properties to the controller design and ul-

timately a correspondingly designed machine’s dynamic per-

formance.

Several robotic designers have attempted to imbue their

platforms with mechanically adaptable impedance proper-

ties to provide both energetic efficiency and the flexibility

to deal with changing conditions. Variable stiffness limbs

have been developed for walking [15, 16] and more recently

for a bipedal runner [17, 18]. Although biological precedent

and basic dynamic systems theory suggest that tuned reso-

nant running should improve the performance of these sys-

tems [17, 19], no robot has yet demonstrated this advantage

in terms of speed, efficiency or stability for an autonomous

runner.

For our investigation into the role of tunable leg

impedance, we use the EduBot platform [21] shown in Fig. 1.

Similar to its predecessor, RHex [9], EduBot uses six compli-



Fig. 1. EduBot [20], a hexapod robot considered for studying the ef-

fect of the legs with variable stiffness on the robot’s dynamic stability

ant legs and a task-level open loop controller to run at several

body lengths per second over rough terrain. Beyond the sim-

ilarity to RHex, the EduBot platform was also selected for

tunable leg integration because the mechanical configuration

allows for direct integration of new leg designs without af-

fecting sub-assemblies, and the robot size (3 kg) is easy to

handle.

In this paper we describe the design and development

of novel, structure-controlled variable stiffness legs for this

robot. These legs overcome the size, weight, fragility, and

efficiency problems encountered in earlier designs, enabling

the autonomous operation of passive variable compliance

legs on a running robot.

This paper is organized as follows. We provide in sec-

tion II an overview of methods for implementing variable

stiffness legs and describe the design of the new structure-

controlled variable stiffness leg and discuss its advantages

over previous designs. In this section we also, present a

Pseudo-Rigid Body (PRB) modeling approach for designing

tunable legs to achieve desired stiffness ranges. Section III

describes leg manufacturing methods and bench top experi-

mental studies for characterizing leg stiffness range and re-

sulting deflection path. In section IV, we present empirical

evidence collected from EduBot running trials that captures

the effect of leg stiffness on locomotion speed and specific

resistance. Section V summarizes the results of the paper

and describes future work.

2 Variable Stiffness Leg Design

Traditionally, stiffness control in robotic mechanisms

has been implemented at the motor level by adjusting the

gains at individual joints. For dynamic tasks with significant

impacts of unpredictable timing, such as running, the inher-

ent power limitations and bandwidth delays in motor control

have led to the development and adoption of passively com-

pliant legs. The introduction of series elastic actuators [22]

rather than stiffness control of the actuated joints has the ad-

vantages of zero-lag (infinite bandwidth) and the possibility

of energy storage and return.

Inspired by Raibert’s work on simple dynamic hopping

robots [5], mechanical leg springs have been incorporated

into a number of legged platforms including the Scout [7],

[8], Tekken [23], Kolt [24], Whegs [25, 26], Sprawlita [27],

and RHex [28].

Our experience with dynamic running legged robots

suggests that properly designed and tuned passive elements

in the legs benefit locomotion along at least three distinct be-

havioral axes:

Physical Robustness: Leg springs act as low-pass filters on

the impact forces from ground contact, reducing the

shock experience by the robot’s body, significantly in-

creasing the overall system’s physical robustness.

Energetic Efficiency: Springs act in concert with the rhyth-

mically excited actuators to act as a tuned harmonic sys-

tem, increasing the efficiency of locomotion.

Dynamic Stability: Properly designed spring elements alter

the dynamics of the overall mechanical plant, thereby

contributing to the overall stability of the robot against

perturbative forces.

Both the Sprawl robots and early version of RHex (e.g.,

compare [29] to subsequent vestibular [30] and visual [31]

endowments) run in an extroceptively open loop manner. A

simple feed-forward oscillatory ‘clock’ excites the legs, and

it is the interaction of the passive mechanical system with the

substrate that induces convergent forward locomotion. Even

in the face of significant out-of-plane perturbations or rough

terrain these robots run in a dynamically stable manner. Al-

though the complexity of interaction of the dynamics and the

distributed compliance in the legs has thus far precluded a

clear analytical understanding of how to tune the legs for op-

timal stability, our empirical experience has shown us that

small changes in the magnitude or orientation of the spring

elements has a dramatic effect on the stability of the resulting

motion [32, 33].

Research suggests that variable compliance can and

should increase efficiency and robustness of runners [19],

[17]. The RHex leg compliant C-shaped design [34] has

proven very successful, but offers only one effective stiff-

ness. The approach taken in this work is to extend the ca-

pabilities of an already proven dynamic legged locomotion

system by adding variable compliant legs capable of offer-

ing a factor of two change in stiffness to improve gait control

and efficiency over a range of forward speeds and differing

terrains. In the process, we seek to better understand the role

of variable leg stiffness in stabilizing and propelling dynamic

legged robots.

2.1 Variable Passive Compliant Actuators

Variable passive compliant actuators come in several

configurations including: an antagonistic set-up of 2-non-

linear springs, mechanical stiffness control, and structure-

controlled stiffness [35].



Recently Van Ham et al. [15] and Hurst et al. [17] have

developed tunable stiffness joints that feature an antagonis-

tic set-up of two non-linear passive actuators. The PPAM

(Pleated Pneumatic Artificial Muscles) [15] is a muscle-like

actuator that uses a pair of opposing pleated membranes that

contract longitudinally when pressurized with air. The actua-

tion technology offers a very favorable power to weight ratio;

however, the high cost of pressurized air makes it an unlikely

candidate for autonomous locomotion. The Biped with Me-

chanically Adjustable Series Compliance (BiMASC) is the

first leg that we are aware of that was designed with the in-

tent of being a variable mechanical stiffness leg for a dy-

namic running robot [17, 18] . The design uses an antag-

onistic spring arrangement of non-linear fiberglass springs

and a complex system of pulleys and cables to adjust joint

stiffness. Its final configuration weighed approximately 30

kg (66 lbs) and stood about 1 meter tall. This prototype re-

vealed that such complex methods of adjusting leg stiffness

through antagonistic springs will not likely offer an efficient,

much less robust means of energy storage. Its creator found

significant energy losses as joint deflection only causes one

spring to compress to store energy while the other relaxes

to transfer energy into the compressing spring. Furthermore,

the antagonistic spring arrangement creates significant inter-

nal forces that increase the friction of the system and neces-

sitate stronger (i.e. heavier) parts to support these loads.

Another approach to creating a variable stiffness joint is

the MACCEPA (Mechanically Adjustable Compliance and

Controllable Equilibrium Position Actuator) [36], in which

joint stiffness is controlled by two servo motors; one adjusts

the angle of a lever arm which sets the equilibrium point and

the other pretensions the spring independent of the equilib-

rium position. The MACCEPA is a simple design that works

well for the controlled passive walking for which it was de-

signed; however, the energetic and weight cost of supporting

two motors to control a single joint stiffness makes it difficult

to implement on a dynamic running robot with small, light

legs.

The third common type of compliant actuation, known

as structure-controlled stiffness, is a variable compliant

method that changes the active structure of an elastic element

such as a helical spring or a bending beam. Usually compli-

ance is changed by adjusting the active length of a spring

or the deflection point on a beam. Several groups have de-

veloped structure-controlled stiffness mechanisms [37–39],

though none of them have been applied toward the develop-

ment of autonomous dynamic legged locomotion systems.

In this work, our goal is to design a structure-controlled

stiffness leg with properly tuned passive-mechanical proper-

ties in three dimensions, that can adapt these properties for

efficient running at a number of forward speeds, loads, or

surface conditions. We selected this stiffness control method

as it can yield simple, robust mechanisms that offer 1) large

stiffness ranges, 2) scalability, 3) constant passive compli-

ant behavior (i.e., once the tuning mechanism is locked into

position), and 4) light weight solutions since only a single

tuning actuator is typically needed.

Fig. 2. Illustrations of the different spring models used to under-

stand C-leg compliance under load a load, P. (A) Linear model (B)

2-orthogonal spring model (C) Pseduo-rigid-body model where stiff-

ness is characterized by a single torsional spring.

2.2 Structure-Controlled Stiffness Leg Model

As a base point for our variable-stiffness leg design we

chose the current passive limbs of the RHex-style robot,

EduBot, which consists of a rigid body and 6 compliant legs

that each have one independently actuated revolute degree

of freedom [28]. There have been several iterations on the

compliant leg design for RHex [40]. The initial legs were

built from a curved rod of delrin that was quickly abandoned

for its low compliance and its fragility. The second major

iteration was a 4-bar linkage design where the compliance

was generated by the deformation of two fiberglass links of

the mechanism [41]. This planar mechanism was easier to

model, and had better deflection properties, but still had ro-

bustness issues. The current leg design is a semi-circular

shaped fiberglass beam. The curved shape of the leg aids in

standing from rest, and allows for the contact point to roll a

small amount during stance.

Despite its success, little work has been conducted to un-

derstand C-leg’s non-linear behavior under load. For the pur-

poses of modeling, it has typically been simplified to a sin-

gle linear spring even though under load, the leg end clearly

deflects in 2 dimensions (see Fig. 2A). In 2005, Lin mod-

eled this as a 2 DOF system by two orthogonally placed

linear springs (see Fig. 2B) [42]. Although, the two spring

approach captures the force-deflection behavior of the com-

pliant leg, this is a difficult model to work with due to the

number of parameters needed to specify the orientation and

magnitude of the springs. We propose a new model to cap-

ture the spatial compliant properties of the leg in the sagittal

plane (see Fig. 2C) and the lateral direction using a combi-

nation of PRB model and standard beam bending theory.

2.2.1 Compliance in the Sagittal Plane

In the PRB model, flexible members are represented as

rigid links connected via pin joints with torsional springs

(see Fig. 3) [43]. This approach was chosen for two reasons.

First, the path followed by the leg end, or toe, is nearly circu-

lar. Thus, representing the leg stiffness as a torsional spring

best captures the large, curved deflections of the leg under

load. Second, the PRB model offers design and time saving

advantages. For example, it is significantly easier to estimate

the leg stiffness for different configurations and dimensions



Fig. 3. Pseudo-rigid-body model applied to the C-leg. Adapted from

[43].

using the PRB model than it is to update a solid model and

constraints in a finite element program.

In this model the initial curvature and the length of the

leg link are related through the non-dimensionalized param-

eter

ko =
l

Ri

(1)

where l is the length measured along the centroidal axis of

the leg from the point of deflection to the loading point, and

Ri is the initial curvature of the curved beam. Fig. 3 details

the components of the PRB model where the characteristic

radius factor, ρ, is used to determine the location of the the

characteristic pivot and the length of the pseudo-rigid-body

link. The PRB angle, Θ, specifies the angle of the PRB link

while, Θi, defines the initial angle of the PRB link. Detailed

explanations of the PRB model can be found in [43]; how-

ever, for the purposes of this paper we are primarily inter-

ested in the torsional spring constant. Kt which is given by

Kt = ρKΘ

EIsagittal

l
(2)

where KΘ is the stiffness coefficient, E is the Young’s modu-

lus, and Isagittal is the second moment of inertia in the sagittal

plane. For initially straight beams KΘ is a function of the an-

gle at which the load is applied. For initially curved beams

and ko values 1.0 and higher, KΘ is relatively constant for

tangential and compressive beam loading. This allows KΘ

to be approximated from ko. In the same way, for given ko

Fig. 4. An implementation of a structure-controlled stiffness mech-

anism applied to a C-leg.

values, ρ can also be averaged for a range of loading condi-

tions. These approximations have been captured in a simple

look-up table in [44]. Therefore, E, I, and ko value are all

that is needed to approximate the torsional spring constant in

the PRB model.

2.2.2 Compliance in the Lateral Direction

The C-leg also has compliance in the lateral direction or

the direction normal to the sagital plane. The leg stiffness in

this direction, Kl can be characterized by the standard can-

tilever beam bending equation

Klateral = 3
EIlateral

L3
(3)

where L is the linear distance from the point of deflection to

the loading point, and Ilateral is the moment of inertia in the

lateral direction.

It is important to note that Ksagittal and Klateral can be

independently specified by changing the second moment of

inertia. This feature increases design flexibility and allows

one to adjust stiffness in the lateral direction independent of

the sagittal plan. Our model assumes that small deflections

in the lateral direction causes a negligible deflection in the

sagital plane, allowing us to consider the motions effectively

decoupled.

2.2.3 Structure-Controlled Stiffness C-leg with a Rigid

Slider

To vary the leg stiffness of the C-leg, a robust sliding

mechanism, labeled as ‘slider’ in Fig. 4, has been added. It

is assumed that any portion of the leg that is covered by the

slider is rigid, and the remaining exposed portion of the leg

is compliant. In the sagittal plane, moving the slider changes

the length of the PRB link and shifts the location and magni-

tude of the torsional spring constant. The same result is true

for stiffness in the lateral direction where the slider changes

the value of L in equation 3. In Fig. 4, the slider can move

continuously between the 10 evenly spaced markings (a 75◦

sweep angle or an increment of 7.5◦ per marking) where 0 is

the most compliant configuration and 10 is the stiffest. Us-

ing the PRB model and the lateral stiffness equation, we can

predictably design the tunable leg to operate within a range



Fig. 5. Application of PRB-model to tunable leg where leg stiffness

can be defined by the slider position and the loading point.

of stiffness’s as long as a portion of the slider is supported by

the hip region. For example, if the slider moves past the 10th

marker it loses support from the hip region and the leg will

begin to deflect from both ends of the slider.

2.2.4 PRB Based Leg Model

Thus far the PRB model has been presented with a sin-

gle loading force where the loading point does not change.

During operation, however, the loading point does in fact

change. Generally the leg touches down at around point A

(see Fig. 5) and rolls through to about point B during the

loading and unloading phase. According to equation 2, the

value of Kt decreases from A to B because the value of l in-

creases. Although stiffness varies along the length of the leg,

it is not really important to determine the exact stiffness of

the leg for each loading point. During operation, the robot

will be optimized for different stiffness settings. In the de-

sign stage, it is more important to consider the range of stiff-

ness’s, or relative stiffness of the leg. To calculate the range

of stiffnesses for the C-leg presented in Fig. 5, ko can also be

represented as

ko = θs −θp (4)

where θs specifies the angular position of the slider or point

of deflection, and θp species the loading point. Thus to de-

sign a C-leg that can vary it’s stiffness in the sagittal plane by

a factor or two there are several design variables in the model

Table 1. Material Properties

Epoxie E (MPa) Sy (MPa)
Sy

E
x1000

TP-4000 690 21 30

TP-4004 793 34 42.5

TP-4007 2240 104 46

that can be tuned including the range of θs, the Young’s mod-

ulus of the material, the moment of inertia Isagittal , and the

initial radius, Ri.

3 Leg Manufacturing and Testing

For the initial manufacture of the variable stiffness C-

leg, it was important to select a method that would allow

considerable design flexibility to test various materials and

shapes quickly and economically, and one that offers the op-

tion of integrating parts to save volume and weight. These

criteria were satisfied through Shape Deposition Manufactur-

ing (SDM), a solid freeform fabrication process that system-

ically combines material deposition with material removal

processes. The general SDM design principles and tech-

niques are covered in detail in [45], and have been applied to

several robotic systems [46–48]. SDM offers several advan-

tages over traditional prototyping methods. Some of these

include the ease of embedding components (i.e. actuators

and electronics), the flexibility of combining dissimilar ma-

terials to create complex and robust compliant mechanisms,

creating whole parts in a layered fashion, and eliminating

custom tooling [48]. For the fabrication of the tunable leg de-

signs, the SDM process offers the advantage of adjusting the

leg shape and design variables noted earlier. The overall leg

stiffness can be adjusted by choosing an epoxy from a fam-

ily of materials (see Table 1) of different Young’s moduli,

E, by changing the moment of inertia, I, or by changing the

length of the slider. For example, the first tunable legs used

for testing were fabricated from TP-4004 (Innovative Poly-

mers, St. Johns, Michigan, USA) which offers a relatively

low Young’s modulus with a favorable strength-to-modulus

ratio.

3.1 Measuring Leg Stiffness

3.1.1 Method

The Kt for the shape deposition manufactured C-leg

was collected at each of the even numbered slider positions

shown in Fig. 6. The leg was mounted to a Micos linear stage

for ease of repeatability and the deflection of the leg against

an AMTI HE6x6 force plate was visually captured. The lin-

ear stage has a resolution of one micrometer and is capable

of traveling 80 mm at rates as high as 14 mm/s. The AMTI

HE6x6 is a six axis force plate capable of measuring loads as

large as 70N at 200hz with 12-bit resolution. Five measure-

ments of the linear stage pressing the leg into the force plate

at 10 mm/s were collected.

The Kt was obtained by marking evenly spaced colored



Fig. 6. Relaxed and compressed images of a C-leg in the experi-

mental set-up

dots along the centroidal axis of the leg. An image capture

system was created to compare the relaxed and compressed

images to determine the loading point, point of deflection,

the characteristic pivot, the arc length, l, and the value of the

PRB-angle Θ−Θi.

The analytical Kt was calculated by inputting the speci-

fied material properties, and l into (2). The value for KΘ and

ρ were determined from the look-up table in [44].

The experimental Kt was calculated by first measuring

the resultant torque, TR, about the characterstic pivot using

the force data and the horizontal and vertical distances mea-

sured from the characteristic pivot to the loading point. The

resultant torque along with the the PRB-angle, Θ−Θi, were

then applied to the torsional spring equation, (5), to deter-

mine the experimental torsional spring constant.

Kt =
TR

Θ−Θi

(5)

The stiffness in the lateral direction was determined by

using the same force plate and linear stage. The toe was de-

flected in the lateral direction by pushing it into an obstruc-

tion rigidly anchored to the force plate. This experiment was

repeated ten times for each even numbered slider position.

A force-deflection graph was generated with the data, and

a linear curve fit was applied to each experiment for a given

slider position. The slopes of the linear curves were averaged

to determine the average lateral leg stiffness for each slider

position.

3.1.2 Results

For the sagittal plane stiffness, we found that the PRB

model captured the behaviors of the leg under load reason-

ably well for a range of slider positions (see Fig. 7). The

error between the analytical and average experimental tor-

sional stiffness measurements was less then 3%. For slider

positions 0-8, the analytical results fall within the error bars,

Fig. 7. Experimental validation of the PRB model for estimating tor-

sional spring constant.

Fig. 8. Experimental validation of the cantilever beam bending

model for estimating lateral leg stiffness

however this not the case for positions 9 and 10. This devia-

tion can be attributed to deflection at the hip end of the slider.

As mentioned earlier, as the slider moves to higher settings

it is supported less and less by the hip region. For example,

at slider position 10, there are noticeable deflections at both

ends of the slider. Since this behavoir is not accounted for in

the PRB model, it introduces another source of error.

Deflection at the hip end of the slider is even more ap-

parent and occurs earlier in the lateral stiffness experimental

results. It is clear that the deviation between the analytical

and experimental results begins near slider position 6. As

the slider moves to higher settings, deflections occur from

both ends of the slider and the cantilever beam model is no

longer valid.

Structure-controlled stiffness of the C-leg has its limi-

tations, both in terms of directional coupling, and in the ac-

curacy of the assumed linear model. While the PRB model

estimation of torsional spring constant was close to the ex-

perimental results (185% vs. 190% increase at the stiffest

setting), in the lateral direction, the stiffness was consider-

ably lower than predicted.

While the initial design demonstrated that the overall

stiffness could be varied by as much as 190% there were at



least three undesirable features coupled in the design 1) an

altered tip deflection trajectory, 2) an increased probability

of inelastic collisions, and 3) early fatigue failure of the legs.

Maintaining consistent tip trajectory for the continuous

range of stiffness settings is an important feature to consider

in a tunable leg. In our previous design each stiffness set-

ting altered the deformation tendency of the leg spring. In

other words, the deflection path of the leg spring would re-

spond differently to applied loads depending on the stiffness

setting. Such configurations make it difficult to determine

whether a tunable leg performed better or worse due to the

change in stiffness or to the altered deformation behavior.

One of the novel features of the original passive compli-

ant C-shaped legs [40] is that they enable the robot to navi-

gate rough terrain by allowing compliant ground contact any-

where along the length of the leg. A leg design with a rigid

slider effectively limits the leg length that is capable absorb-

ing impacts. This is important to consider as legs are gener-

ally stiffer at higher speeds where the potential for damage

from collisions is greatest.

In our initial design, SDM was used to manufacture

epoxy legs springs; however, we found that the fatigue life

and energy density of epoxy is generally not optimal for

the application of dynamic locomotion where legs are cycli-

cally loaded under various and often unpredictable condi-

tions. This was revealed when legs failed during early lo-

comotion studies.

3.2 Structure-Controlled Stiffness Leg with a Compli-

ant Slider

In this section we present a variable stiffness leg design

that overcomes the drawbacks of the rigid slider configura-

tion, improves the robustness, spring energy density, and in-

corporates an actuation system to enable autonomous stiff-

ness adjustment.

3.2.1 Compliant Slider Mechanism

By replacing the bulky rigid slider with a light-weight

flexible slider the mechanism not only saves weight, but also

alters the manner in which the stiffness of the leg is changed.

Rather than shortening the effective length of the compliant

section with a rigid slider, the use of compliant slider in par-

allel to the leg can be though of a way of altering the effec-

tive moment of inertia of the affected portion of the leg. This

in turn, reduces the change in location of the characteristic

pivot, and the shape of the deflection path of the tip of the

leg.

In the improved design shown in Figs. 9 and 10, the leg

is anchored to an aluminum hip structure which also supports

the drive mechanism. A thin, flexible rack is anchored to the

back of the compliant slider to control its position without

significantly altering the slider’s stiffness. The position of

the slider can be adjusted by activating a small, geared DC

motor mounted to the hip, which simultaneously drives a ny-

lon worm and spur gear (see Fig. 11). A small plastic guide

is attached at one end of the spine and wraps around the C-

leg. The guide holds the spine against the C-leg, and acts as

Fig. 9. Proposed new design: side view of tunable stiffness com-

posite leg design. A) Illustrates the rotation directions of gears. B)

Illustrates the spine adjusted to a higher stiffness setting.

a mechanical stop when the spine is actuated to the two ex-

treme stiffness settings. The spacing between the C-leg and

the compliant slider is approximately 1.7 mm. It is important

to maintain this spacing so that the two compliant elements

deform together under load. To enforce this condition, small

spacers were added to the inside surface of the compliant

slider.

During operation, the motor can rotate clockwise or

counterclockwise to move the slider through the continuous

spectrum of leg stiffnesses. When the slider reaches a target

stiffness setting, the motor shuts off, and the worm provides

sufficient resistance to rotation in either direction; thus acting

as a natural self-locking mechanism. Hence no power is re-

quired to maintain a desired leg stiffness during locomotion.

This also results in a robust and efficient spring as there are

no moving parts at a given stiffness setting. In its final con-

figuration, the tunable C-leg has a 114 mm inner diameter

and weighs less than 85 grams.

3.2.2 Material Selection

Based on our experience with epoxy based leg spring

solutions we found it necessary to explore other materials

and prototyping methods. With any passive compliant spring

mechanism, the material property of the spring element and

shape dictate its ability to store and return energy. Impor-

tant material properties to consider for any elastic element

include its density, Young’s modulus, yield strength, fatigue

life, energy storage density, and manufacturability.

We have prototyped legs with a variety of materials in-

cluding plastic, nitinol, aluminum and glass fiber compos-

ites. These materials and some of their properties are listed

in Table 2 where ρ is the density, E is the Young’s Modulus,

S is the ultimate yield strength, S/E is the yield strength to

Young’s modulus ratio, and U is the specific strain energy of

the material which is expressed as



Fig. 10. Photograph of the prototyped variable stiffness C-leg.

Fig. 11. Close-up of the active component.

Table 2. Comparison of material properties

Fig. 12. Older design alternative: C-leg with a Nitinol spring ele-

ment.

U =
S2

ρE
(6)

It can be observed that the materials with the best spe-

cific strain energy capacity are those with a large yield

strength and a low density and Young’s modulus [49].

In our material studies, nitinol was considered for its

high energy density and yield strength. As an elastic ele-

ment, nitinol offers attractive properties including the ability

to recover from bending strains as large as 10% without plas-

ticly deforming (note: spring steel can manage about 0.2%

strain before plastic deformation), and a low Young’s mod-

ulus. However, nitinol has less desirable properties, includ-

ing a high raw material cost, limited available stock geome-

tries, hysteresis, and difficulty to form various geometries

with tight tolerances. For exmaple, in order to achieve a de-

sired curvature, nitinol must be clamped to a custom mold

and baked at temperatures of 530◦C. Several legs were fabri-

cated using this technique and SDM was used to embed them

into a plastic hip structure (see Fig. 12); however, achieving

consistant radius and stiffness values from leg to leg proved

prohibitively difficult.

Composite laminate, specifically S2-6781 pre-preg

fiberglass (Applied Vehicle Technologies, Inc., Indianapolis,

IN), was eventually selected as the material of choice for sev-

eral reasons including its relatively low density and Young’s

modulus, high yield strength, comparatively high specific

strain energy capacity and low material cost. In addition to

these properties, composite laminates expand the available

design space by offering the ability to change the Young’s

modulus value. The isotropic nature of the other materials

considered (i.e. metal and plastic) often leads to situations

where a desired spring element geometry such as the moment

of inertia, does not have the yield strength to withstand the



demands of the intended environment which include stresses

caused by changing payloads, speeds, irregular landings and

collisions. Many composites, including the fiberglass com-

posite chosen, are anisotropic and thus have properties that

change depending on the orientation along which the prop-

erty is measured [50]. By laying the plies in specific orienta-

tions during the manufacturing process, one can change the

Young’s modulus of a composite material by a factor of two

or more. Thus, compared to isotropic materials, the stiffness

of a spring element constructed from an anisotropic material

is less dependent on the spring geometry.

3.3 Leg Stiffness Model

To estimate the stiffness range of the compliant C-leg

with a compliant spine, we employ the PRB model as before.

When the tunable leg is at the stiffest setting, we have found

that the effective moment of inertia is best expressed as

Ie f f ective = Ileg + Ispine (7)

where Ileg is equal to blegh3
leg/12 and Ispine is expressed

as

Ispine =
Espinebspineh3

spine

12Eleg

(8)

This formulation is an adaptation of the one presented

in [51]. The ratio of Espine to Eleg is a common expression

used to account for situations in which members subject to

bending are made of more than one material.

Since the PRB model assumes a uniform cross-section,

the model cannot be used to estimate the leg stiffness range

and tip trajectory at intermediate stiffness settings. The finite

element method can be used to produce the needed informa-

tion; however, this requires a larger investment of time. To

expedite the design process, we have determined that a stiff-

ness setting near the angular position of 50◦ (see Fig. 9B)

leads to the greatest tip trajectory deviation. Therefore if one

can design the tip trajectory at this setting to approximately

match the behavior at the stiffness extremes, then the inter-

mediate settings should also closely approximate the same

behavior.

3.4 Experimental Leg Characterization

To observe the leg deflection behavior and to validate

the PRB model, the leg testing experimental apparatus pre-

sented in Section IIIA as shown in Fig. 13 was modified to

measure an applied load and to record the resulting deflec-

tion path. The Micos linear stage and an AMTI HE6x6 force

plate were rigidly connected to an aluminum base plate. The

C-leg’s aluminum hip was anchored to the linear stage plat-

form and the C-leg was cantilevered out from the platform.

An aluminum clamp was affixed to the leg at the position in-

dicated by Marker 2 in Fig. 13A. One end of a flexible steel

Fig. 13. Top view of experimental set-up. A) Linear Stage is in the

home position and leg is undeflected. B) Platform has been moved a

distance, d, and the leg is deflected.

cable was anchored to the force plate while the other was

connected to the leg clamp. A pulley was anchored to the

hip to provide a rolling contact point and to make the cable

normal to the the force plate’s surface. The linear stage was

commanded to translate (see Fig. 13B) the hip a distance of

20 mm at 10 mm/s in the y-direction (given by large down-

ward pointing grey arrow on the right side of Fig. 13A). The

force plate collected the reaction forces at the loading point

(Marker 2) at a sampling rate of 200 Hz. An Optotrak 3020

motion capture system was used to capture the position of

Markers 1 and 2 also at a sampling rate of 200 Hz. This was

repeated for each of the leg stiffness settings 0-4 by shifting

the compliant spine (see Fig. 9B) along the length of the C-

leg. The 6-ply fiberglass C-leg and spine were constructed

with an alternating 50/50 blend ratio where 50% of the plies

where angled at 45◦ while the other half were angled at 0◦.

The leg inner diameter is 114 mm with a thickness of 2.25

mm and a width of 18 mm. We estimate the Young’s modu-

lus value to be 9.65 GPa.

3.4.1 Stiffness Results

In Fig. 14 the experimental results of the load measured

against the deflection in the radial direction demonstrate that

the stiffness increases monotonically. The stiffness, which

is indicated as a slope value, k, next to each curve, doubled

between the two stiffness extremes. This was expected as the

only difference between the two extremes was a doubling of

the moment of inertia. Its also worth noting that the stiff-

ness increase from leg stiffness setting (LSS) 0 and LSS1 is

approximately 9% for this configuration. In future models,

LSS1 could be the home position to allow the leg to reach

higher stiffness settings faster without significantly limiting

the stiffness range.



Fig. 14. Spring force response at four different leg stiffness settings

each with a curve fit (dotted line) applied to the loading phase.

Fig. 15. Deflection path of leg for various stiffness settings.

3.4.2 Deflection Orientation Results

In Fig. 15 the actual xy-deflection of the leg under load

is presented. The bottom right image in Fig. 15 provides a

bearing for the location and orientation of the xy-axis while

the rectangle reflects the results window. For the range of the

stiffness settings tested the deflection paths showed low vari-

ability. In particular, the deflection path of the two extreme

stiffnesses (i.e. LSS0 and LSS4) were almost identical and

varied by no more than 0.5 mm from each other. At maxi-

mum deflection, these results were also within 1 mm of the

deflection path predicted by the compliant spine PRB model,

which for a total deflection of 20 mm in the y-direction, rep-

resents about a 5% estimation error. As expected, the deflec-

tion path at LSS2 showed the most deviation. At maximum

deflection, the y-component deviation was approximately 2

mm, which represents roughly a 10% difference from the

Table 3. This table specifies the conversion from relative leg stiff-

ness to radial leg stiffness for the variety of fixed stiffness C-legs.

compliant spine PRB curve. For comparison purposes, the

same tangential force that produced the deflection path for

LSS2 was applied to a rigid slider PRB model also at LSS2.

The rigid slider tuning method clearly produces very differ-

ent spring behavior (see curve labled ‘Rigid Slider LSS2’).

The stiffness is much larger given by the short deflection

path, and the characteristic radius is much shorter creating a

steep deflection path. It should be noted that achieving con-

sistent deflection behavior for all stiffnesses while achiev-

ing a large deflection range are two competing objectives.

If the compliant spine is too soft then the deflection path

will be consistent; however, the stiffness range will be very

small. Similarly, if the compliant spine is too stiff, the de-

flection path and stiffness range will begin to reflect the rigid

slider model. Therefore while some deviation in deflection

behavior is expected, through proper material selection and

geometries this can be minimized while still achieving a con-

siderable stiffness range. As these tests indicate, these new

compliant-slider fiberglass legs overcome the shortcomings

identified for the earlier rigid slider design.

4 Dynamic Locomotion Testing

4.1 Experimental Procedure

Previous optimization studies on RHex primarily fo-

cused on boosting robot performance through gait parameter

adjustment [52]. One constant stiffness C-leg was used and

no other leg stiffnesses were explored. While these efforts

were productive, the question remains concerning the effect

of varying leg compliance for a RHex-style robot. In partic-

ular, what are the consequences of overly soft or stiff legs on

running performance.

In the following preliminary optimization experiments,

we sought to understand the role of leg compliance in

EduBot. We initially explore this topic with constant stiff-

ness C-legs so as to eliminate any unwanted effects a tun-

able leg might introduce. Five sets of C-legs were con-

structed from S2-6781 pre-preg fiberglass. The stiffness of

each set was varied during manufacturing by either changing

the number of layers of fiberglass or the leg width (see Table

3 for resulting leg stiffnesses). The softest leg used 5 layers

(5L) while the stiffest leg used 9 layers (9L). The 9L is ap-

proximately 3.6x stiffer than the 5L leg. The leg labeled 6.5L

is actually a 7 layer (7L) leg with a width that was reduced

from 18 mm to 15 mm. This was done in order to quickly

achieve a leg stiffness that fell in between a 6L and a 7L.

To identify suitable gaits for each leg stiffness, an auto-



mated Nelder-Mead optimization routine was used similar

to the method implemented on RHex [52]. A Vicon mo-

tion capture system was used to control the robot during

all aspects of the experiment. Reflective tracking markers

mounted to the robot shell allowed the controller to accu-

rately and repeatably steer the robot from one end of the

test arena, know as an end zone, to the other. The length

of each run measured approximately 18 feet with the first

35% reserved for acceleration, and the last 5% reserved for

deceleration. During each trial (i.e. running from one end

zone to the other), the average power and average velocity

were recorded. These values were then used to calculate cost

function. For this we used average specific resistance, SR,

which is a non-dimensionalized parameter that characterizes

energy efficiency as the ratio of average power in over aver-

age power out

SR =
Pavg

mgvavg

(9)

where Pavg is the average power consumed, m is the

mass of the robot (3.3 kg) and any payloads, g is gravity, and

vavg is the average forward speed. It should be noted that

for the purposes of experimentation, we assume that lower

SR values are the signature of relatively stable gaits while

higher SR values are the signature of an unstable and ener-

getically wasteful gaits. For each leg stiffness one and in

many cases two Nelder-Mead descents were performed for

each combination of four different payloads including 0 kg,

0.45 kg, 0.91 kg, and 1.36 kg. The payloads were in the form

of steel plates that were secured to the belly of the robot and

positioned so as not to shift the robot’s projected center of

mass. The robot generally converged to suitable gaits after

90+ trials.

4.2 Experimental Results

For the tested range of leg stiffness, it can be observed in

Figs. 16 and 17 that softer legs posted better speed and effi-

ciency results. In fact Fig. 17 shows that the no-load forward

speed for a 9L, 7L, 6.5L, 6L, and 5L leg is approximately

0.85, 1.35, 1.5, 2.1, and 2 m/s respectively (though under

the right conditions we were able to attain forward veloci-

ties of 2.6 m/s with the 6L leg). This outcome contradicted

some of our earlier held expectations derived from our ex-

perience with RHex. In a body mass adjusted comparison

between RHex and EduBot leg stiffnesses in [53], it was esti-

mated that 6L EduBot legs are 3.5 times more compliant than

the RHex legs used for gait optimization studies in [52]. It

should be highlighted that RHex achieved some of its fastest

optimized speeds in this study. With EduBot we observe in-

stability in the higher leg stiffness regime where as lower

leg stiffnesses maintained robot stability in the face of un-

even tripod touchdown. Notwithstanding the extensive math-

ematical analysis of the SLIP template [54] and its clock-

driven excitation in the RHex anchor [55] there is still insuf-

ficient theoretical understanding of the interplay between the

clock, controller, mechanical parameters in stabilizing RHex

gaits that this observed behavior is probably best explained

through an example. If a stiff leg touches down early (i.e.

closer to the hip than to the toe) then the leg is essentially a

rigid element inelastically colliding with the ground. Conse-

quently, the leg falls behind its desired position according to

the Beuhler Clock for which the PD controller tries to mini-

mize by inserting considerable torque in a short time interval.

This imparts pitching and rolling moments to the robot body

that cause imbalance on the next tripod touchdown. There-

fore, with this particular controller, stiff legs appear to nar-

row the region of stable gaits. Soft legs, on the other hand,

are more capable of deflecting and absorbing energy even if

the leg touches down early. This significantly reduces the

severity of ground reaction forces that contribute to stance

phase imbalance.

Fig. 16. Preliminary experimental results showing specific resis-

tance against relative leg stiffness.

While the 5L and 6L legs ran most efficiently for the

range of payloads, there was an increased occurrence of

leg failure as the payload increased. In fact, 5L experi-

ments were terminated after adding 0.45 kg because three

legs broke in one optimization. This is one of the draw-

backs of the dual nature of passive compliant legs (i.e. as

a structural support appendage and a spring). In a typical

Nelder-Mead decent, the legs are subjected to gaits that cre-

ate uneven leg loading events that place considerable stress

on individual legs. We believe these conditions are indica-

tive of the abuse the legs may experience while running on

rough terrain. Therefore, if a leg can not survive a simple

optimization then it certainly is not suitable for real world

conditions.

Without any modifications to the C-leg design there ap-

pears to be a trade-off between leg survivability and speed

and efficiency. To illustrate this concept of survivability, a

shaded region labeled Low Safety Factor has been incorpo-

rated in Fig. 16, which is based on recorded leg failures dur-

ing the optimizations. We claim that any robot activity in



Fig. 17. Preliminary experimental results comparing relative leg

stiffness against top forward speed.

the shaded zone has a higher probability of leg failure (espe-

cially with larger payloads and/or on uneven terrain) while

operations outside this region are less likely to exceed the

leg’s material limits. It should be recognized that the width

of this region would vary depending on the payload, speed,

and terrain.

4.3 Resulting Design Modifications

There are two significant points one can draw from these

results. The first relates to the desirable stiffness range. The

robot appears to run faster and more efficiently with leg stiff-

nesses less than or equal to a 6L leg. This suggests that to

uncover the value of tunable stiffness legs for this robotic

platform the stiffness range must operate in this realm or

lower. This exposes the limitation of the C-leg design and

brings us to the second point: a modification to the C-leg de-

sign is necessary to overcome this limitation. If the baseline

stiffness is designed to survive most loading scenarios then

as the experimental results demonstrate, faster and more ef-

ficient gaits are simply out of reach. Therefore to safely op-

erate in a lower stiffness realm (k < 1250 N/m), we propose

a simple solution in the form of a mechanical stop whereby

lower stiffness legs are prevented from deflecting past their

material limit. Based on these findings a final leg design with

a stiffness range from 640 to 1280 N/m was built with a sec-

ond, smaller ‘C-shaped’ structure that serves as a safety, or

mechanical stop, for extreme loading conditions. The final

design is shown in Fig. 18.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have developed a robust, self-locking, structure-

controlled, tunable stiffness leg for implementation on a dy-

namic hexapedal robot. We have shown that with a proper

selection of materials and geometries, the proposed tunable

leg can achieve a factor of two or more change in stiffness

Fig. 18. Final leg design: left) illustration of mechanical stop, right)

photo of final assembly.

without a significant change in deflection behavior. Sev-

eral materials have been considered; however, we have found

that composite materials offer the best combination of energy

storage capacity, high yield strength, ease of manufacturing,

and Young’s modulus control.

We have also shown experimental evidence that varying

the stiffness of robot legs can improve the locomotion perfor-

mance both in terms of speed and efficiency. As a point of

comparison, the best documented RHex gait achieved a for-

ward speed of 2.7 m/s with a specific resistance of 0.84 [52].

When EduBot’s gait was optimized for a range of leg stiff-

nesses, we converged to a forward speed of 2.5 m/s (and in

some cases 2.6 m/s) with a specific resistance of 0.5, which

makes EduBot locomotion roughly 40% more efficient than

RHex at nearly the same speed and 1/3 the weight.

With a proper communication and control strategy these

integrated ‘smart’ legs will be capable of run-time adapta-

tions to changing environmental conditions, moving us one

step closer to truly agile dynamic robots. As part of our

ongoing work, we will explore through experimentation on

EduBot the benefits and costs of mechanically tuning leg

compliance. It is our intention that these new tunable legs

will be used on our robotic platform to experimentally val-

idate simulation results and hypotheses about the effect of

variable stiffness legs on the stability and efficiency of legged

locomotion.
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